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About RÅN
Our studio was founded by Robert and Agatha A. Appleton-Sas
and we specialise in online thinking and digital communication. 
We teach business owners and organisations how to improve
their online presence and omnichannel strategies.

Our experience is a combined 13 years working within the
creative industries, especially film industry where we delivered
creative content for productions that range from independent
films to large scale studio films for Universal Studios, BBC Films,
Working Title, Film4.

After working closely with the marketing and publicity teams we
now share all we've learnt. In 2020 we helped over 100
international businesses including businesses from Bangladesh,
Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria. In 2021 we've started a digital
transformation of the Horta Museum in Brussels, Belgium.

Creative and Digital Consultancy
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ONLINE THINKING: 
making your business digital
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BRAND IDENTITY: 
building and maintaining a visual identity

SOCIAL MEDIA: 
maximising your reach on social platforms

WEBSITE:
how to communicate online and encourage sales

All our presentations and all live links will be shared with you afterwards.

RÅN
Webinars
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COMMUNITY: 
online community and people-led strategy
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NEWSLETTER: 
a direct connection building brand loyalty

DIGITAL FUTURE: 
the consumer of tomorrow

CONTENT:
creative direction and content creation

Previous webinars available on Converve:
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Discussion
points

What is a newsletter and why it is a powerful tool for business

04 How to use storytelling within your newsletters  

The technical points 

The checklist05

How to design a newsletter 



An introduction
to newsletters 
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What is a
newsletter?

A inbound marketing format relying on direct to inbox
communication 

Your recipients expect a value based exchange 

Defining the term and uses  A newsletter encourages action 
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+ examples:  Ally Capellino

Traditionally sent through emails but can also be sent
through direct messaging apps 

The newsletter creates a valuable asset - your mailing list 



Defining the 
purpose

In exchange for the value you bring - what action do you
want your readers to take? 

What is the call to action of your
newsletter

Checking your analytics - did people follow the action
that you wanted?
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Do you want to tell  your brand story, announce a
collaboration or collection, receive customer feedback
increase sales? 

The purpose of your newsletter will have an overall
effect on your choice of format

+ examples:  The New Craftsmen, Kettles Yard,  Embedded newsletter, Mailchimp (click tracking)



The format
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THE LEADING IMAGE
Chose an image that captures your readers attention 
- your newsletter still needs to stand out

THE BUTTONS / LINKS 
What value are you including within the newsletter,
what action do you want them to take? 

THE FOOTER
A footer is a section at the bottom of newsletter that never
changes - it contains permanent links and social media icons
(make sure your links are always up to date) 

The core structure of an email
newsletter THE CONTENT

Most newsletters contain text content but it can also consist
of images - the content helps to encourage the action 

BRAND NAME / LOGO
Imprint your branding at the top of the newsletter to let
people know it is from you in micro seconds - 
(see our previous webinar on Converve: 
BRAND IDENTITY)

+ examples:  Converve
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Leading image (active link)

Logo (active link always the same)

links to intended content or landing page / website page

links to your website 

Art Nouveau World Heritage day

DISCOVER OUR EVENTS: 

NOTE: images are always active links taking us to further content

A section consists of a leading
image  and an area for headlines,

written text, images and 'call to
action' buttons 

  
 
 

Social media links in the footer 
(active links)
linked up to Instagram, always connected, make the icons visible

LINK Footer (active links)

Area for headlines, text /copy
and call to action button 

IMAGE 

CONTENT / TEXT

LEADING IMAGE 

FOOTER

BRAND NAME/LOGO

LINK LINK

+ examples:  Ally Capellino comparison, The New Craftsmen comparison 



Content
examples 
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The article 
Provides a subject for recipients to read about - longer form content with
less focus on product 

The catalogue 
Providing an overview of a selection of products with less focus on written
products 

The promotion
Promote a single product or provide a discount for your mailing list 

The image gallery
Including only images with little or no text - less formal and can be more
conceptual 

The personal letter 
A letter from the founder (like  magazine editor) helps humanise the brand
- better for community building 

+ examples: Rue Pigalle, Haeckels, & Other Stories, ISHKAR, Sophie Buhai

Your newsletter should always contain a logo, call to action buttons
and a footer
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+ examples:  Haeckels (the article), ISHKAR (the promotion), Sophie Buhai (the image gallery)



A powerful
tool
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Your very own community
A mailing list is a community that you 'own' as it is not linked to
a platform or account

Uninterrupted messages to your followers
All other communications can take place on platforms that can
distract your followers - an email does not have to compete as
much for attention

Benefits of using newsletters Curated newsletters create content 
The content that you curate and send can be split into smaller
content and posted on other examples  



Developing your
newsletter
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Technical
points   
RÅN's top insights into the technicalities
of building a newsletter 
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02 
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Platforms 
Mailchimp, Hubspot, Squarespace, Substack, WhatsApp

04 

Mailing lists
The most valuable assets of your newsletter activities 

General Date Protection Regulation, 2018
Getting consent from your recipients

Subject headlines
Use memorable phrases and searchable words 

05 Multilingual newsletters 
How to list multiple languages on your newsletters 

+ examples: Mailchimp, Hubspot, Squarespace, Substack, Dept (website + WhatsApp), Kettles Yard past issues, MOMA, Horta Museum
 

06 Check your links
Make sure that all your call to action buttons and links are active
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Subject headlines
Use memorable phrases and searchable words + key information 

+ examples:  MOMA
 



Newsletters 
& Storytelling 
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Content
Categories 
Applying a content category
strategy to your newsletter 
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'What do I talk about? ' - breaking your brand down into
subjects or categories 

Help to build brand loyalty and a community - shared
interests 

Design your newsletter content so that it aligns with
your content categories  

+ examples:  PLANN 



CONTENT / TEXT
 

CONTENT
CATEGORY: THE

FOUNDER 

LEADING IMAGE
 

CONTENT
CATEGORY:THE

FOUNDER  
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The core content
section can be

allocated to a content
category

Remember to include
call to action buttons! 

  
 
 

LINK

FOOTER
LINK LINK

BRAND NAME/LOGO

CONTENT CATEGORY STRATEGY 



CONTENT / TEXT
CONTENT CATEGORY: USER GENERATED 

LEADING IMAGE
 

CONTENT
CATEGORY:

USER
GENERATED 
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LINK

FOOTER
LINK LINK

BRAND NAME/LOGO

IMAGE 
CONTENT

CATEGORY:
PRODUCT

IMAGE 
CONTENT

CATEGORY:
PRODUCT

CONTENT CATEGORY STRATEGY 
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Recycling
your content 
How to make the most our your
newsletter content on other platforms /
touch-points

01 

02 

03 Enhance your digital ecosystem 
Direct your audience to the same destination across
multiple touch-points

Cross-posting 
Breaking your newsletter content into smaller snippets
for other platforms helps unify storytelling across your 
online presence

Reusing newsletters as blog posts  
Text based content on the website can increase visibility 

04 Time efficiency 
Spend a longer time on creating content that can be
 used in multiple ways = save time!

+ examples: The modern house (newsletter, Instagram, Linktree and website)   



Be personal 
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VALUE AND CONNECTION BRING SALES
Offer experiences, tell stories and bring value - 
do not demand a sale 

DON'T SEND SPAM
Think quality not quantity - do not send a newsletter
more than once a week (consider weekly, bi-weekly,
monthly, bi-monthly + ad hoc)

BEHIND EACH SCREEN IS A REAL PERSON
Remember that each recipient on your mailing list is a person,
treat them with respect and communicate with them as if you
would in your shop or studio / workshop

A letter from a friend 

RESPECTFUL CONDUCT
People are constantly receiving digital messages and
don't find the time to read everything unless they are
motivated



Checklist
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Newsletter checklist
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Define the purpose of your newsletter
What is the purpose of your newsletter, write down what
do you want to achieve? Do you have a content category
that you will focus on 

Create your branded template 
A template will consist of your brand logo at the top 
 (linked to your website) and your footer (containing
multiple links to social media) at the bottom

Decide on your content format
What content do you want to share and how do you want
to share it? (see examples on page 11): 

Check to see if your mailing lists are GDPR compliant
Do you have international recipients based in the UK or
Europe? These recipients need to give consent for you to email
them - signing up does not mean they have given full consent 

Organise your mailing lists 
If required you can split your mailing lists into smaller sub lists
(this is called segmentation) - for example you can create a list
for new customers, GDPR compliant recipients, or recipients
who have opted in for particular marketing communications 

Add a subject line 
Write a memorable subject line that contains key words 
- remember that a subject line is searchable in case someone
wants to find it to read later

Check your links 
Make sure to check every link and 'call to action' button to see
if it is connected to the right URL - there is nothing worse than
a broken link 
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- The  personal letter 
- The article 
- The catalogue 
- The promotion
- The image gallery

04 



Q & A

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk



Thank
You!

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk

Join us for our next webinar
24th May 2022
CONTENT: creative direction and content creation

Connect with us on Instagram, we're @ranstudioldn

From Robbie at RÅN studio



Resources

@ranstudioldnwww.ranstudio.co.uk
hello@ranstudio.co.uk

Links we shared with you during the presentation
(in the same order):

https://tab.bz/2yysn 


